How to Read a Schedule

All route brochures have a bus schedule and a map. Timing points are read in columns and rows. To find the estimated times that a bus stops at a particular location, read down the column under the location. To find the estimated times that a particular bus will stop at other locations, read across the row (left to right). Reading across the row tells you the time required for the bus to travel between timing points. For example, to be at Capilano TC for 8:22 a.m. you must board the bus at 100 St & 104 Ave at 7:55 a.m.

**Day of week** schedule operates.

### Timing points
Timing points are select bus stops along the route that correspond to times listed under each location. The letter in the circles can be found on the route map to pinpoint the location.

### Read down
Read down the column to find the time your bus leaves your location.

### Read across
Read across the row to find the time your bus arrives at the next timing point.

### Bold text
Bold text represents P.M. time.

For more information visit takeETS.com or call 311 to speak with an agent.
SEASONAL ROUTES
September to April only
- Routes 54, 97, 98 & 399
September to June only
- Routes 46, 165, 167, 186 & 188
- Route 11, 44, 130, 145, 163 & 164
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